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Report OF MEETING
2001-10-04

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Information structures, documentation and
graphical symbols

Day report from the meeting of TC3 held in Oslo 2001-10-04

1 Opening of the meeting

Dr. E. Selvik welcomed the delegates on behalf of the Norwegian National Committee, and
mentioned that this was the first time a TC3 meeting is held in Norway. SC3B met in Oslo 1976,
but not TC3. He wished a fruitful meeting.

The Chairman, Mr. H. Brückner, opened the meeting with thanks to the Norwegian National
Committee for the arrangements, including the dinner the day before.

He also welcomed Mr. J. Sheldon from IEC/CO, which will now replace Mr. R. Cordelier as
IEC/CO Engineer for TC3.

2 Approval of the draft agenda, document 3/575/DA

The draft agenda was approved.

3 To receive a report from the Chairman of TC3.

The Chairman gave only a short report, mentioning the co-ordination meeting in London, the SB3
meeting and the earlier held workshop, items that were to be dealt with in more details later.

4 To note the approval of the minutes of the previous meeting of TC3 in
Stockholm 2000-09-21, document 3/573/RM

The Secretary reported that the minutes had been approved, since no objections had been raised
within 2 months. A quick walk-trough was made, but there were no further comments.

5 To note the minutes from the co-ordination meeting with Chairmen, Secretaries
and Convenors held in London 2001-04-02/03, document 3(London/Secretariat)6

With reference to document 3(London/Secretariat)6 the Chairman, mentioned that the major
items discussed on this meeting had been the organisational changes and the function of
horizontal committees, subjects to be further detailed later.

6 To receive a report from the Secretary of TC3, including actions taken as a
result of the minutes, document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)3

The Secretary gave a report on actions since the last meeting with reference to document
3(Oslo/Secretariat)3.
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6.1 Organisational changes, documents  3/584/INF, 3/576/QP, 3/586/RV

The Secretary reported that the changes related to SC3B will be dealt with under the report from
SC3B.

Document 3/586/RV reports that for SC3C the Chairmanship for Mr. Nakamura has been
extended for another three-year period.

Dr. Radley reported that for SC3D a document about extension of his period of Chairmanship is
soon to be circulated, initiated NL Secretariat of this SC.

7 To receive a presentation of and to consider the result of the Workshop 2001-
10-01, document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)4

The Secrtary presented very briefly the report, document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)4, since most of the
delegates at the TC3 meeting had also been present at the workshop.

Regarding item 2: General rules and procedures for database based standards:

The result of the discussion is available as document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)9A.

Decision 1: Document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)9A  will be the basis for a process description,
primarily based on the existing process description  for IEC 60617 database. This document will
be circulated in TC3 for comments.   

In addition to the process description of the database in the form of an information model is
required. The existing information model needs to be updated. It has earlier been decided that
this should be done within a half year after the official release of the database, to take account of
all modifications.

Decision 2: The Secretary will contact Mr. Maislisch to ask him to include the latest
modifications in the database, and then issue a revised description.

Regarding item 3: Database for IEC 61360 Reference collection of Data Element Types

Mr. Sheldon reported that he had been in contact with the IEC/CO, regarding the time planning
for the on-line database and for the CD-ROM.

Regarding the on-line database tere were still no details available, but Dr. Radley and Mr.
Maislisch of the IEC/CO will get in touch within the next few days to discuss the matter. Evidently
there has been some misunderstanding regarding the roles of the maintenance and validation
agencies.

Decision 3: The need for the on-line database shall be stressed in the RCA.

Regarding the CD-ROM: Mr. Sheldon reported that this proposal has gone back to the marketing
people.

Other items from the workshop were to be dealt with later during the meeting.

The report was accepted.
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8 To receive a report from the Secretary on the status of the IEC 60617 database
and the status of the implementation of the new procedure for standardisation
of graphical symbols for diagrams.  Plans for continued improvement of the
database, documents 3/581/INF, 3/583/INF, 3(Oslo/Secretariat)8

The Secretary reported based on document 3/581/INF and 3/583/INF.

Regarding item 5 Continued work, extension by symbols from IEC 60617 parts 12 and 13.

It was agreed that some (the "basic" ones plus a few examples) symbols from parts 12 and 13
should be included in the database. Different ways to select these and the question what to do
with the rest was discussed.

Decision 4: Some basic symbols and examples from Part 12 and 13 should be included in the
standard database. The rest (or the complete existing Part 12 and 13) could be published as a TR
after proper editing. In order to find out how the secretary should prepare a proposal for which
symbols to include in the standards and circulate this to the National Committees for
commenting.

The Secretary also presented some actual issues in the work on the database with reference to
document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)8.

Regarding the item "Symbol versus context"

The method to use dotted lines as a means of depicting context was accepted by the meeting. It
was, however, advised to check if this was in line with ISO and IEC 81714.

NOTE - ISO 81714-1 recommends dotted lines as a means to indicate where connecting lines are to be attached to the
body of a symbol. IEC 81714-2 does not say anything about the subject, but uses dotted lines in a figure. ISO14617-1
has extended the use to "Auxiliary lines" as follows: "In some cases the symbol has been shown together with auxiliary
lines in order to indicate the correct location of the symbol in relation to other symbols or the recommended location of
connecting lines. Such auxiliary lines are not part of the symbol and are shown dotted (very short dashes)."

Regarding the item "GIS symbols"

These symbols, contained in Change request C00026 are the first to use the dotted lines as
described above. Since they are also "technically new" the Validation Team has recommended
touse the extended procedure. The committee found the direct submission of an FDIS acceptable.

Regarding the item "Symbols for electron tubes"

Task II proposed the withdrawal of Chapter II and II of the former publication Part 5 on electron
tubes and electrochemical devices. This proposal has also been submitted to the Validation Team
as a Change request C0067. The period for evaluation had not yet ended, but some concern had
already been expressed regarding this proposal being too drastic, since some symbols are still
used.

The following discussion revealed that withdrawal can take place for different reasons:

- It is not possible to withdraw a concept. If a symbol has been once standardised, it remains in
principle standardised until it is replaced by another graphical symbol. In such cases the new
symbol should be used.

- It may happen that a graphical symbol depicts a concept that has become technically obsolete,
and that it is therefore no need to maintain it. For example, it might make no sense, at a later
date, to create a vectored symbol files for it. This is another reason for withdrawal than the
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previous. In this case it might still occur cases when the withdrawn symbol standard should be
used instead of others.

Decision 5: The meaning of withdrawal should be explained in the database: Withdrawal means
primarily that the symbol is no longer actively maintained, but it still kept in the database. The
discontinuation of the maintenance can be because the symbol is replaced with another symbol -
and then there will be a link to this - or the symbol represents a concept that is considered
technically obsolete - and then this fact is to be indicated in a remark to the symbol.

Regarding the entire withdrawal of the two chapters, the committee found this to drastic.

Decision 6: Regarding the withdrawal of the graphical symbols for electron tubes and
electrochemical devices a more balanced proposal, keeping the basic symbols and a few
examples, should be prepared and circulated to the National Committees.

The report was accepted.

9 To consider the report from the Validation Team 60617 on validated graphical
symbols in the IEC 60617 database, documents 3/582/INF and
3(Oslo/Secretariat)8

The Secretary presented briefly the report, document 3/582/INF, and repeated also the invitation
to those National Committees that has not yet appointed their validation team member to so.

The report was accepted.

10 To consider the report from IEC/TC3 - ISO/TC184/SC4 JWG9 -Electrical
applications of ISO 10303 - Product data representation and exchange - and
relevant decisions.

No written report was available.

Mr. Reuter informed that a new Convenor, Mr. Luthar Klein,  has been appointed after the
withdrawal of the Mr. Nerke.

Mr, van Noesel informed that the work in the group is now focused on AP220, but that there is a
lack of support.

11 To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3B - Documentation - and relevant
decisions, document 3(Oslo/SC3B)5

The Chairman of SC3B presented his report, document 3(Oslo/Secretariat)5, which included the
decision  to  disband SC3B.

Decision 7: TC3 decided unanimously to disband SC3B, following the proposal in document
3/584/INF and the earlier decision in SC3B, and to transfer the ongoing projects in SC3B to TC3.

The Chairman recalled that SC3B during its lifetime has produced a large number of important
standards since its start, and thanked the all the officers and experts that had taken part in the
work.
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Dr. Selvik handed over books "Panorama Norway" to the Chairman and Secretary of SC3B.These
books were then circulated around the meeting able to collect the signatures of all present
delegates.

The report was accepted.

12 To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3C - Graphical symbols for use on
equipment - and relevant decisions, document 3(Oslo/SC3C)6

The Secretary of SC3C, Prof. H. Ikeda, presented his report, document 3(Oslo/SC3C)6

The working method with "Virtual meetings" created interest by the delegates, and he was asked
to explain what it meant. It is a meeting carried out by means of e-mail and/or the web, during a
pre-announced time period. The meeting has a formal agenda and is moderated. No "top end"
technical facilities are used so far.

He added that the success depends on the network culture among the participants. The
functionality of "threads" in ordinary mail systems is being used, and it is important that the
participants stick to defined subject matters in the discussion. Make replies. Keep the subject.
The subjects need to be narrow. Some participants feel that it is difficult to respond in a timely
manner.

Mr. Sheldon of the IEC/CO remarked that IEC has now a facility up and running "e-forum" that
can be used for such virtual meetings, and announced his willingness to help to set discussions,
with access limited e.g. to a working group or validation team.

The Secretary added that the Change requests used in the IEC60617 database fulfills a similar
task, since it offers an area where all the participants can write.

Decision 8: Virtual meetings was a subject proposed to be taken up at the next TC3 workshop.

13 To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3D - Data sets for libraries - and
relevant decisions, document  3(Oslo/SC3D)7, 3/579/INF

Before presentation of the written report, the Chairman of SC3D, Dr. Radley, announced that two
valued members of the committee will be lost:

- Mr. Arnold Gehner from the Netherlands, who were among the founders of the SC3D, and

- Mr. Dieter Kisselmann from Germany, who has been active in the Committee for 9 years.

The reason is retirement in both cases. Mr. Kisselmann is likely to be replaced by a new member
from the same company. He expressed his appreciation of their contributions during the past
years.

Dr. Radley  then presented his report, document 3(Oslo/SC3D)7.

Regarding item 5: Committee drafts for IEC 61360

Decision 9: It should be stressed in the RCA that the maintenance of IEC61360 is a rolling
program

Regarding item 6.1: On-line database
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Decision 10: The need for the On-line database should be stressed in the RCA.

Regarding item 6.3: San Francisco workshop

Dr. Radley pointed out that the methods that the interest shows that the principles of IEC 61360
are applicable in a much wider area than first intended.

He also pointed out that the list of projects in the IEC database is misleading, since the working
group of SC3D is working with things that do not directly result in published standards. There
should be a way to include such things in the list as well.

In the last sentence of the report, add Rosettanet.

Mr. Takahashi commented that the ECALS and JEMA projects in Japan will soon provide WG2
with a new set of DETs.

Mr. Reuter pointed out that we should verify that the DETs we have iin SC3B standards agree
with IEC 61360-4.

To this Dr. Radley commented that SC3D follow normal procedures right now. We need a
proposal to be able to include them. The MTs of SC3B should look into the their standards to see
if the DETs  are in line.

Dr. Selvik asked if the database or the paper standard is the standard. Dr. Radley commented
that this is evolving. We are going to a situation where the database is the standard.

The report was accepted.

14 To receive a report on activities related to Sector Board 3 (SB3)

The Chairman of TC3 gave an oral report. He had attended the last meeting of SB3 in June this
year. He explained that he had been disappointed at the meeting, since there was not so much
talk of strategy at the meeting. The minutes actually gave a different impression. Some notes:

− SB3 had recommended the CA to seek an agreement with ISO TMB so that the market
insight of SB3 could be used in both organisations in the field of industrial automation.

− The development of guidelines for "device profiles". This is a kind of "active datasheet" for
devices, for which the DETs of SC3D are of interest (as user as well as provider)

− There was an automation object workshop in April. The work on automation objects may
have influence e.g. on the work on signal designations (and vice versa)

− Strategic principles for standards development in industrial automation. These could be
used to study our own strategic work.

The report was accepted.

Decision 11: The use of the strategic principles of SB3 could be a topic for our next TC3
workshop. Make the document available on our own web site.

15 To receive a report on activities related to the Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) between IEC ISO UN/ECE concerning standardisation in the field of
electronic business.
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The Secretary reported that work is going on to ensure consistency and coordination between the
IEC, ISO, ITU and UNECE MoU and the UN/CEFACT-OASIS agreement.

He also mentioned that a Business Object Summit had been arranged in the end of November
last year, where he presented the work going on in SC3D on DETs and in SC3B on metadata. A
mail exploder had been set up after the meeting to keep contacts within the group and this had
later been used to inform about the San Francisco conference and about the circulation of the
IEC82045 documents.

The report was accepted.

16 To receive a report on activities related to ACET and ACET Area 4.

The secretary reported that the last meeting of ACET Area 4 had been cancelled and mr. Van
Reekum, who had intended to go there, added that also the ACET meeting had later been
cancelled, so the activities are low.

Mr. Van Noesel remarked that the ACET could be useful, and Mr. Sheldon added that he saw
ACET as good platform for technical discussions between the technical committees. Why not use
ACET as a forum where we could provide information to the other members, for example on our
work on database based standards?

Decision 12: We should consider participation at the next ACET meeting with a presentation of
our work on standards databases.

The report was accepted.

17 To review the P- and O- membership of the committee.

The Secretary reported that no statistics had been prepared for the whole committee this time.

Mr. Sheldon said that this statistics can easily be generated by IEC/CO, and Prof. Ikeda showed
an example for SC3C.

Decision 13: Statistics for TC3 should be prepared.

18 To discuss the Draft Strategic Policy Statement decisions taken in the sub-
committees, documents CA/2005/R, 3/580/INF

For SC3B there will be a move of the projects to TC3, and therefore consequential changes in the
text

For SC3C no changes in the written text was proposed, but the tables need updating.

For SC3D add that the work on the CD-ROM and the on-line database is of ongoing nature. In the
RCA include a sentence about the urgent need of the on-line database.

It was noted that not all standards with split IEC and ISO responsibility are found in the standards
database. Test and inform the IEC/CO.

Mr. Reuter presented the background for the road map document 3/580/INF. This shold be used
for guidance.
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Decision 14: Circulate a Q-document to get comments, as an INF document is normally not
commented.

19 To review liaisons with other bodies (not already covered), and to specifically
consider related decisions in the SCs:

19.1 IEC TC16 Terminal markings and other identifications [Liaison officer: Mr. E. Selvik],
document  3/585/INF

Dr. Selvik presented briefly his report, document 3/585/INF. (The title of the document is wrong:
the last part should be deleted.)

Regarding item 4: Graphical symbols

Prof. Ikeda said that SC3C has discussed the proposal to withdraw the basic earth symbol (5017)
from IEC60417, since this is no longer to be used on equipment. No decision is taken for the time
being. A questionnaire will be circulated.

The report was accepted.

19.2 IEC TC44 Safety of machinery - electrotechnical aspects [Liaison officer: Mr. T.
Viitanen], document 3/577/INF

Mr. Viitanen presented his report, document 3/577/INF.

Regarding item 4:Documents under work of interest to TC3 with SCs

Prof. Ikeda said that SC3C is aware of the symbols that are related to safety, and that they are in
contact with ISO/TC145/SC2 to collaborate on the issue.

The report was accepted.

19.3 IEC TC65 Industrial-process measurement and control

Mr. Reuter reported that the co-operation is on a low level.

Decision 15: Mr. T. Viitanen will be the new liaison officer for this committee. He is liaison also
in the other direction.

The report was accepted.

19.4 IEC TC93 Design automation [Liaison officer: Mr. T. Viitanen], document 3/578/INF

Mr. Viitanen presented his report, document 3/578/INF.

Dr. Radley commented that the comment on the Work of WG26 may not be correct. According to
his understanding there are ion reality no active co-operation projects.

The report was accepted.

19.5 ISO TC10 Technical drawings, product definition and related documentation [Liaison
officer: Mr. J. Aagaard]

No report was available.
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19.6 ISO TC184/SC4 Industrial automation systems: External representation of product
definition data [Liaison officer: Mr. Reinhard Nerke]

No report was available. Mr. Nerke will no longer be liaison officer as he has left the JWG9
projects.

20 To review the work program of TC3

The Secretary noted that there are presently no projects in the list, since maintenance projects
are not listed. We ought to have at least one item for IEC 60617.

The list will also get some additions from the move of SC3B project to TC3.

21 To note and consider marketing efforts: the Documentation pamphlet. Seminar
activities. Reports from the National Committees.

See the workshop report.

Mr. Sheldon said that that the documentation pamphlet need updating and reprint.

Decision 16: The documentation pamphlet should be checked before reprint.

Mr. Thorn told that the Danish National Committe has prepared a pamphlet and that the standards
(e.g. for IEC 61346) are now published in handbook form.

Dr. Radley said that the release of the IEC 60617 database should be used for marketing. Try to
get an article into e-tech etc.

Mr. Sheldon demonstrated a CD-ROM prepared for the work of TC100. Such a CD-ROM could be
prepared also for TC3, but the TC has to provide the material for it. It is also necessary with a
good "story" for it. The problem is to get material, a "Task force" is required.

NOTE - Later a suggestion was made that the "life-time story" of an electrical product, as described in IEC 61346-4 could
be such a story.

 Dr. Selvik told that in Norway a handbook on installation documentation has been prepared.

22 To note the use of the TC3 web site on the IEC-server http://www.iec.ch/tc3.
Presentation pages on the web.

The Secretary told that there are between 100 -200 unique accesses every week to the web site.
A problem is, as told earlier, to keep it updated, and urged the Sc3C and SC3D to "refresh" their
material.

Prof. Ikeda said that he will update the site with information for the product committees,i.a. new
templates.

Mr. Reuter suggested that the use of the web site could be a subject for the next workshop.

23 Date and place of next meeting 2002. Preliminary planning for 2003.
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The Chairman told that we have not been on the list of committees for the next general meeting
in China.

Preliminary investigations indicate that there might be a possibility that the Czech national
Committee could arrange the meeting, in Prague or Plzen. The time of the year should be
approximately the same as this year.

2003 the General meeting is in Canada. We have presently no active participation from Canada,
which decreases our possibilities to participate, but Mr. Sheldon promised to see what he can do
to get us there. Participation in that GM would give us a possibility to present our standards
databases  for a larger audience.

Prof. Ikeda remarked that SC3C secretariat has received a letter form US form a group working
on graphical symbols, and SC3C has decided to increase the communication with this group. It is
desirable to get US into the work again.

Regarding the co-ordination meeting with officers of TC3 it was suggested that this meeting is
next time to be held in Geneva.

24 Other business

24.1 Letter from the Danish National Committee

Mr. Thorn reported with reference to document 3(Oslo/DK)14.

24.2 Discussion of merging TC3 and TC16 on national level in Germany

As a comment to the merger in Denmark of TC3 and TC16, Mr. Reuter said that similar
discussions are going on in Germany.

24.3 Activities in United Kingdom

Dr. Radley informed that Mr. Nicholson, who has earlier been  GB delegate to TC3, has retired.
IN UK activities related to SC3C is quite high, while the rest of the work in TC3 is not so well
supported.

25 Close of the meeting

The Chairman thanked the delegates for their participation in the meeting, and also the
Norwegian National Committee, with all persons involved, responsible for the arrangements.

___________________


